
The second phase of POST NEO MEXICANISMS was curated by Willy Kautz as part of 
the ESPAC Contemporary Painting Program. On view from July 16th to September 
25th, 2016.

Artists:
Marco Arce, Carlos Arias, Fernanda Brunet, Francisco “Taka“ Fernández, Fernando 
García Correa, Néstor Quiñones, José Luis Sánchez Rull, Melanie Smith, Sofía Táboas, 
Roberto Turnbull and Boris Viskin.

ESPAC 
Monte Líbano 225, Lomas de Chapultepec, Ciudad de México 
 
Opening:
Saturday July 16th, 12:00

Press preview:
Friday July 15th, 11:00

Free entrance.

For additional information, please contact the ESPAC staff:
Alfonso Santiago
Comunication manager
alfonso@espac.org.mx
Tel. 55 2624 0767



About the show:

The exhibition Post Neo Mexicanisms comprises a selection of works from the ESPAC Collection, 
plus some new acquisitions from its Contemporary Painting Program. The narrative proposed by 
the title of this museographic proposal, divided into two phases, acts as a clear historiographic 
indication, situating us after the so-called neo-Mexicanism; however, any chronological ordering 
of artworks is avoided. This period, understood as Mexican postmodernity, gave rise to the confi-
guration of a milieu of iconographic, parodic, and critical forays that disrupted official imagery to 
such a degree, some historians would later define these attitudes or processes as “denationali-
zing.” Positioned on the verge of said chapter in local art history, this program has as its objective 
to review the relationship between painting in Mexico and the advent of conceptualist trends du-
ring the 1990s. To that end, Post Neo Mexicanisms has generated two exhibitions and a series of 
interviews and studio visits, as well as conversations both public and private with featured artists. 
The final phase of this proposed survey of painting in the 1990s will consist of a publication. In 
general terms, the title Post Neo Mexicanisms invites us to reflect on painting in Mexico following 
its denationalization.

The ESPAC Contemporary Painting Program seeks to articulate narratives through a series of 
exhibitions and acquisitions that explore the quandaries of painting from the dawn of post-con-
ceptual art to the present day. Thus, the exhibition Post Neo Mexicanisms forms part of a series of 
museum projects within the confines of a core program of curatorial research.

Post Neo Mexicanisms also includes a series of parallel activities in order to open to discussion 
the curatorial proposal and create a space for dialogue on issues concerning the exhibition. Fina-
lly, an important part of the project will be a publication that collects the research and registry of 
both phases of Post Neo Mexicanisms.

About ESPAC
ESPAC, Contemporary Art Space, is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to the 
study, exposure, and promotion of contemporary artistic production. In addition to housing a ma-
jor contemporary art collection—subject to an ongoing process of research and acquisition—ES-
PAC provides support by exhibiting and promoting the work of contemporary artists, above all the 
younger members of a generation dedicated to the transformation and reconfiguration of painting 
through variations on sculpture, video, and curatorship as well as proposals of an experimental 
nature that avoid the more common strategies and clichés of artistic praxis.

Parting from several lines of approach that encompass contemporary painting, innovative propo-
sals, and audiovisual art, ESPAC seeks to provide a more complex panorama of the local art scene 
through thematic programming that contemplates exhibition cycles, publications, and related 
activities.



VISITOR INFORMATION 

Address:
Monte Líbano 225. Lomas de Chapultepec, Mexico City.
Map: https://goo.gl/HwdySu

Hours:
From July 16th to September 25th, 2016.
Wednesday to Sunday from 10 to 18 hours.
Free entrance

Social networks: 
facebook.com/espacmexico (@ESPAC)
twitter.com/ESPAC_info (@ESPAC_info)
instagram.com/_espac_  (@_espac_)
search in facebook by: espacmexico

Hashtags
#PostNeoMexicanismos
#ColecciónESPAC
#ESPAC

Images, texts, interviews and guided tours:
Alfonso Santiago
Comunication manager
alfonso@espac.org.mx
Tel. 55 2624 0767


